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Abstract. We introduce a new digital signature model, called conditionally verifiable signature (CVS), which
allows a signer to specify and convince a recipient under what conditions his signature would become valid and
verifiable; the resulting signature is not publicly verifiable immediately but can be converted back into an ordi-
nary one (verifiable by anyone) after the recipient has obtained proofs, in the form of signatures/endorsements
from a number of third party witnesses, that all the specifiedconditions have been fulfilled. A fairly wide set of
conditions could be specified in CVS. The only job of the witnesses is to certify the fulfillment of a condition
and none of them need to be actively involved in the actual signature conversion, thus protecting user privacy.
It is guarantee that the recipient cannot cheat as long as at least one of the specified witnesses does not collude.
We formalize the concept of CVS and define the related security notions. We also derive the relations between
these notions. We give a generic CVS construction based on any CPA-secure identity based encryption scheme.
Theoretically, we show that the existence of IBE with indistinguishability under a chosen plaintext attack (a
weaker notion than the standard one) is necessary and sufficient for the construction of a secure CVS.

1 Introduction

Balancing between the accountability and privacy of a signer is an important but largely unanswered
issue of digital signatures. A digital signature scheme usually consists of two parties, a signer and a
recipient, with the former giving his signature on a message/document to the latter as his commitment
or endorsement on the message. To ensure that the signer is held accountable for his commitment, his
signature needs to be publicly verifiable (by anyone) or, at least, verifiable by a mutually trusted third
party; otherwise, the signer could deny having signed the document as nobody can prove he really did,
and the non-repudiation property cannot be achieved. However, public verifiability of a digital signature
would put the signer’s privacy at risk as a digital signaturecould be replicated and spread so easily,
compared to its handwritten counterpart. More importantly, if the message presents valuable information
about the signer, then the signed message itself is a certified piece of that information. Hence, the interests
of the signer and the recipient are in conflict.

Of course, ensuring signer privacy and accountability simultaneously seems to be impossible. But,
fortunately, in most real world scenarios, we usually wish to maintain privacy or limited verifiability of
a digital signature up to a certain instant and restore non-repudiation afterwards. This could be better
illustrated by the example of future/option trading. In a future trade, the seller signs a contract with the
buyer specifying the price and quantity he has agreed with the buyer but the contract is not effective
before a future execution date. For reasons like preventingother sellers from manipulating the price
or avoiding any adverse effects which affect further negotiation with other buyers, ideally, before the
execution date, the seller does not want anyone to be able to associate him with the contract, at least
ensuring that the buyer is unable to convince others of the validity of their agreement. Whereas, on
or after the execution date, an honest seller usually does not worry about his signature being publicly
verifiable. In fact, to protect the interest of the recipient, the seller’s signature has to be verifiable by
others. Hence, we could view reaching the execution date as acertain condition to be fulfilled before the
signature of the signer (seller) could be revealed to the recipient, and before such fulfillment, we wish to
achieve signer privacy. We notice that many business activities involving digital signatures have similar
situations. The essence is how the signer could ensure non-verifiability of his signature before certain
conditions are fulfilled (in the future trading case, the condition is the execution date has passed) but
still can convince the recipient that he will be obligated toexercise his commitment; in other words, he
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needs to give the recipient some guarantee that his commitment or his signature will become effective or
publicly verifiable once all the conditions are fulfilled.

On the other hand, the non-repudiation property of a digitalsignature could also have a serious
repercussion to the signer if there is no way to allow him to control when and how a recipient could
obtain his signature when sending it out. In the worst case, asigner may get into a fraud trap. In the
online world, the lack of physical proximity could render a careful signer hesitant in giving his signature
(say for a payment authorization) to another party because he is not given any guarantee that he will
obtain what he is supposed to as an exchange of his signature.From the recipient’s perspective, if the
signer does not send out his signature, the recipient will not give what the signer needs. For instance, if
the signer makes an online purchase, he may not receive any guarantee that his order will be delivered
but the seller (recipient) will not send it out unless the signer gives out his signature on a payment
authorization. This kind of deadlock due to mistrusting parties is not easily solved but could be partially
solved if the signer could ensure that the recipient can never obtain a valid signature of his unless some
conditions (specified by the signer) are fulfilled, namely, the recipient sends out the signer’s order in the
online purchase example.

To provide a flexible solution to this problem of controllably passing signatures from one party to
another without actively involving a trusted third party, we introduce a new signature concept called
conditionally verifiable signatures (CVS). In a CVS scheme,the signer gives the recipient some seem-
ingly random number, what we call apartial signature, and specifies a set of conditions the fulfillment
of which will allow the recipient to extract the signer’s signature from the partial signature. The partial
signature is not immediately verifiable; fulfilling the specified conditions is necessary to retrieve a valid
ordinary signature from it. To convince the recipient that his ordinary signature could be extracted form
a partial signature, the signer runs a confirmation protocolwith the recipient to prove that his signature
could be retrieved once all the specified conditions are fulfilled. Before the ordinary signature becomes
effective (that is, extracted), the partial signature is nomore convincing than any random number, namely,
nobody could link the partial signature to its alleged signer. We formulate this property by the notion of
simulatability in this paper, that is, anyone could use just public information of the signer to simulate
a given partial signature while others cannot judge whetherit is genuine. In other words, nobody could
distinguish between a genuine partial signature and a simulated one. In fact, in our model, even given the
signer’s private key, nobody could tell the validity of a given partial signature if the random coins used
to generate it are not available. That is, one can determine the genuineness of a partial signature only
if he has both the signer’s private key and the random coins used to generate it. In order to enforce the
verification of condition fulfillment, we need a number of third party witnesses mutually trusted by both
the signer and recipient. In our model, the only job of these witnesses is to verify whether the given con-
ditions are fulfilled and they are unaware of the conversion or even the existence of the partial signature.
That is, the witnesses do not participate in the actual signature conversion. Details of the model are given
in the next section.

1.1 Conditionally Verifiable Signature

In the CVS model, a signer is allowed to embed a set of verifiability conditionsC into his ordinary sig-
natureσ to create a partial signatureδ that is solely verifiable by the recipient, who cannot immediately
convince others of the validity ofδ but can convert it back to the universally verifiable oneσ (i.e. verifi-
able by everyone) after obtaining from a number of witnesses(appointed by the signer) the proofs that
all the specified verifiability conditions have been fulfilled.3 These proofs are in the form of signatures
on condition statements, signed by the witnesses, about howthe specified conditions are considered as
fulfilled. In order to convince the recipient to accept a given partial signatureδ on a messageM (whose

3 Throughout the rest of this paper, we will denote the ordinary (universally verifiable) signature and the CVS partial signature
by σ andδ respectively, unless otherwise specified.
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validity could not be verified), the signer runs a proof/confirmation protocol, which could be interac-
tive or non-interactive, with the recipient to convince thelatter thatδ is indeed his partial signature on
M , from which the corresponding ordinary signature could be recovered using the specified witnesses’
signatures on the specified verifiability condition statements inC.

Given thatW is the set of all possible witnesses, an instance set of verifiability conditionsC is of the
form {(ci,Wi) : ci ∈ {0, 1}

∗,Wi ∈ W} where each condition statementci is a string of arbitrary length
describing a condition to be fulfilled. Examples ofci include “A reservation has been made for Alice
on flight CX829, 14 Jul 2005.”, “A parcel of XXX has been received for delivery to Bob.”, “It is now
02:00AM 18 Jan 2003 GMT.”, “An emergency has happened.” and so on. The recipient needs to request
each one of the specified witnesses, sayWi, to verify whether the condition stated inci is fulfilled and in
case it is, to sign onci to give him a witness signatureσi. These witness signaturesσi’s would allow the
recipient to recover the publicly verifiable, ordinary signatureσ from the partial signatureδ.

It is not necessary for a recipient to present the partial signature or the message itself to the witnesses
in order to get their endorsements on the statement about thefulfillment of a condition. Even so, the
witness signatures could still recover the ordinary signature from the collected witness signatures. The
only trust we place on the witnesses is that they only give outtheir signatures on a condition statement
when the specified conditions are indeed fulfilled. In fact, it is not difficult to imagine that the existence
of such witnesses is abundant in any business transaction; in most cases, any party involved in processing
an order would inherently be trusted by both the signer and recipient, a good candidate as a witness. A
typical example is the postal office which is involved in delivering the order the signer placed on the
recipient of a signature for his payment authorization. In addition, we could achieve a fairly high level
of privacy in that the witnesses are unaware of the message orthe partial signature when verifying the
fulfillment of a given condition, namely, he does not learn the deal between the signer and the recipient.

We could view the partial signature as a blinded version of the ordinary signature, that is, nobody
could verify its validity. In our CVS formulation, this non-verifiability property is expressed by the notion
of simulatability — there exists a polynomial time simulator which is computable using only public
information of the signer and outputs a fake signature computationally indistinguishable from the partial
signature; that is, even given a genuine partial signature,nobody with bounded computation power could
assure that it is not a fake one generated by the simulator. Asa result, when the recipient presents a
partial signature to others to convince them of its validity, nobody could tell whether the signer has
really created it or the recipient has generated it himself using the simulator. Of course, it is natural to
worry about whether the confirmation protocol would leak outuseful information to help distinguishing
between a genuine and a fake partial signature. We show in Section 2 that if the confirmation protocol is
zero knowledge, then it would leak no useful information forsuch a purpose and the CVS scheme is said
to benon-transferable.

As usual, unforgeability is a basic requirement for a secureCVS scheme. More specifically, we
require that even colluding with all the witnesses and allowed to query ordinary and partial signatures of
his choice, nobody could present a message signature pair not previously queried such that the signature
is valid for the message. This is often called existentiallyunforgeability against a chosen message attack.

As mentioned earlier, beside protecting the signer’s privacy, CVS is also aimed at protecting the
signer from fraud trap. It offers the signer the guarantee that the recipient would not get his signature
on a document if he could not get what the recipient are committed to. In other words, if the specified
conditions are not fulfilled, that is, the corresponding witness signatures are not available, the ordinary
signature could never be retrieved from a given partial signature. This is thecheat-immunityproperty
of a CVS scheme. We assume that the witnesses would not collude with the recipient; this is reasonable
because the signer can choose the witnesses at his wish. We show that this property is implicitly achieved
in an unforgeable and simulatable CVS scheme if its confirmation protocol is also zero knowledge.
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1.2 Comparison with Related Work

Related work on controlling the verifiability of a digital signature includes designated verifier signa-
tures [26, 34], undeniable signatures [4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 19, 16,27, 28], designated confirmer signatures [7, 5,
15, 24, 29, 32], fair exchanges [1], and timed release of signatures [17, 18,?]. Despite the considerable
amount of work in limiting the verifiability of a digital signature, the conditions that could be incorpo-
rated into a digital signature scheme are still very restrictive; the existing protocols merely ensure that
only a designated recipient can verify but cannot convince anybody else of the validity of a signature
(in designated verifier signatures) and/or collaboration of the signer (in undeniable signatures) or a third
party designated by the signer (in designated confirmer signatures, fair exchange) is needed in verify-
ing the signature. Implementing more complex policies or specifying more varied conditions in these
schemes has to resort to appending the condition/policy description inside the message and rely on a
third party to enforce them in signature verification and conversion. Hence, there is almost no protection
of the privacy of the signer and the recipient with respect toany third party which, if present, is involved
in the actual signature conversion and sees the message. In contrast, the only information a third party
needs to know in CVS is the condition to be fulfilled. In fact, roughly speaking, these signature schemes
could possibly be considered as special instantiations of CVS.

Fair exchange of digital signatures [1] has drawn much attention mainly due to its potential appli-
cation in electronic commerce. In essence, it is an instantiation of a convertible designated confirmer
signature. However, beside contract signing, the applications of fair exchange are still limited to trading
regenerable (digital) goods. CVS could provide a seeminglybetter solution for trading non-regenerable
items. Concurrent signatures [10] are another similar proposal for solving the contract signing problem
but CVS cannot give a construction for concurrent signatures.

Timed release of signatures are usually implemented by the time-lock puzzle [17, 18] requiring the
recipient to go through a series of computation tasks in order to control when he could recover the
signature; the main advantage is no third party is needed butit requires intensive computation resources
and the only condition specifiable is relative time. More importantly, resuming verifiability of a signature
has a rough timing and may not be spontaneous. CVS does not have these problems but needs a trusted
time server periodically broadcasting a single endorsement about the current time to all users. When
used for timed release of digital signatures, CVS can be considered as a generalization of time capsule
signatures [?].

Verifiable signature sharing [14] is a well studied technique to limit the verifiability of a signature
in which a signature is divided in such a way that a certain minimum number of parties, each holding a
share of the signature, need to pool out their shares in orderto recover the signature. When receiving a
share, each party could verify its validity. However, it is not trivial to incorporate verifiability conditions
in such a scheme and finding such a number of trusted parties ina trading activity is not easy either. The
verifiability of a share also implies that one could link a signature share to its alleged signer even though
it is not a complete signature with binding power. As a result, the privacy of the signer as required in
scenarios like the future trading example could not be achieved.

1.3 Our Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is two-fold: First, a newsignature model with controllable verifia-
bility, particularly useful in electronic commerce and digital business, is introduced. Second, the equiva-
lence between CVS and CPA-secure IBE in terms of existence isshown.

Through the new model of conditionally verifiable signatures, a signer can incorporate a wide range
of verifiability conditions into an ordinary signature scheme to control its verifiability and validity while
minimizing the requirement or trust on third-parties. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first scheme
of its kind in the literature. Before this work, it is fair to say that the problem of seamlessly incorporating
verifiability conditions into a signature scheme to controlits validity and allowing spontaneous signature
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recovery upon the fulfillment of the specified conditions remains largely open. In fact, we could pos-
sibly view CVS as a more general, unified concept incorporating the ideas of existing work (including
undeniable signatures, designated confirmer signature, fair exchange and timed release of signatures),
but provides more effective and flexible solutions to the scenarios these existing schemes could not solve
satisfactorily, particularly those in digital business orelectronic commerce. A typical example of these
would be the deadlock scenario mentioned earlier about the online purchase between mistrusting parties;
using the post office as a witness, CVS would reasonably solvethis problem.

We also demonstrate the feasibility of CVS through giving a generic construction based on any ex-
istential unforgeable signature scheme and any semantic secure identity based encryption (IBE) scheme.
We also show that a secure CVS scheme is equivalent to an IBE scheme which is indistinguishable under
a chosen plaintext attack (IND-ID-CPA), a weaker notion than the commonly accepted security notion
against an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-ID-CCA) in IBE. Hence, we believe that CVS could
be constructed based on a weaker assumption than IBE. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, it has
only been shown that the existence of CCA-secure public key encryption is necessary for the existence of
CPA-secure IBE [?]. In this paper, we establish the result that the existence of a new theoretical construct
of CVS is necessary for the existence of CPA-secure IBE.

In addition, we give a detailed treatment on modeling the security goals and the adversary capabilities
of CVS. We show the relationships and implications between these notions. In particular, we show cheat-
immunity is implied by unforgeability and simulatability if the confirmation protocol is zero knowledge.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give the definition of a conditionally verifiable
signature scheme and its notions of security and derive relationships between these notions in the next
section. In Section 4, we give a generic CVS construction andshow the equivalent between CVS and
IBE. Finally, our conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Definitions and Security Notions

The players in a conditionally verifiable signature scheme include a signerS, a recipient or verifierV ,
and a number of witnesses{Wi} ⊆ W (let |{Wi}| = L). A CVS scheme consists of the following
algorithms and a confirmation protocol.

Key Generation (CVKGS, CVKGW). Given a security parameterλ, let CVKGS(1λ) → (PKS , skS)
andCVKGW(1λ) → (PKW , skW ) be two probabilistic algorithms. Then,(PKS , skS) is the pub-
lic/private key pair for a signerS and(PKW , skW ) is the public/private key pair for a witnessW .

Signing and Verification (Ordinary Signatures) (SigS, VerS)/(SigW, VerW). SigS(m, skS)→ σS

is an algorithm generating an ordinary (universally verifiable) signatureσS of the signerS for a
messagem ∈ M. VerS(m,σS , PKS) → {0, 1} is the corresponding signature verification al-
gorithm, which outputs1 if σS is a true signature ofS on the messagem and outputs0 other-
wise. As usual, for all(PKS , skS) ∈ CVKGS(1λ) and all m ∈ M, we require the following:
VerS(m, SigS(m, skS), PKS) = 1. Similarly,SigW(m, skW )→ σW andVerW(m,σW , PKW )→
{0, 1} are the signature generation and verification algorithms ofthe witnessW . Sometimes, we may
write SigW asCVEndW to reflect the fact that it is actually an endorsement ofW .

Partial Signature Generation (CVSig). Given a set of verifiability conditionsC ⊆ C×W and the cor-
responding set of witness public keysPKC , CVSig(m,C, skS , PKS , PKC) → δ is a probabilistic
algorithm for generating the partial signatureδ on messagem ∈ M under the set of verifiability
conditionsC. Note thatδ is not universally verifiable.

Ordinary Signature Extraction ( CVExtract). CVExtract(m,C, δ, PKS , σC) → σ/ ⊥ is an algo-
rithm which extracts the corresponding ordinary signatureσ from a partial signatureδ for a message
m under the verifiability condition specified byC and a signing public keyPKS when given the set
of witness signatures or endorsementsσC . The extracted signatureσ is a universally verifiable one.
In case the extraction fails, it outputs⊥. Note thatσC = {SigW(skWi

, ci) : (ci,Wi) ∈ C}.
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CVS Confirmation/Verification. CVCon(S,V ) = 〈CVConS, CVConV〉 is the signature confirmation
protocol between the signer and recipient, which could be interactive or non-interactive:

CVCon(S,V )(m,C, δ) = 〈CVConS(σ, skS , r), CVConV()〉(m,C, δ, PKS , PKC)→ v =

{

0
1

The common input consists of the messagem, the set of verifiability conditionsC, the partial sig-
natureδ, and the public keys of the signerPKS and the involved witnesses public keysPKC . The
private input of the signerS is σ, skS , andr whereσ is the corresponding ordinary signature (on the
messagem) embedded inδ, andr represents the random coinsS used in generatingδ. The output is
either1 (“true”) or 0 (“false”). In essence, this protocol allows the signerS to prove to the recipientV
thatδ is indeed his partial signature onm, which can be converted back into a publicly verifiable sig-
natureσ (i.e. VerS(m,σ, PKS) = 1), onceV has obtained all the witness signatures/endorsements
on the condition statements as specified inC. Ideally, we want this protocol to be zero-knowledge;
the interactive version is considered in this paper.

In general, a CVS scheme should satisfy both completeness and perfect convertibility property. Com-
pleteness ensures that a valid ordinary signature can be retrieved from a valid partial signature. A CVS
scheme is perfectly convertible if nobody could distinguish whether a given ordinary signature is ex-
tracted from a partial signature or generated directly. Regarding security, a secure CVS scheme should
also satisfy unforgeability, simulatability, cheat-immunity, and have a zero knowledge confirmation pro-
tocol.
Oracle Queries — Allowed Adversary Interaction. In our security model, two types of adversary
interaction are allowed:

1. Signing OracleOS(m,C). For fixed keysPKS , skS, {PKWl
}, {skWl

}, on input a signing query
〈m,C〉 (wherem ∈ M andC = {(ci,Wi) : ci ∈ C,Wi ∈ W} is a set of verifiability conditions),
OS responds by runningCVSig to generate the corresponding partial signatureδ. After sendingδ
to the querying party,OS runs the confirmation protocolCVCon(S,V ) with the querying party to
confirm the validity ofδ. Note that a malicious verifier is allowed to put in any random number in
place ofδ when running the confirmation protocol.

2. Endorsement OracleOE(c,W ). For fixed keys{PKWl
}, {skWl

}, on input an endorsement query
〈c,W 〉, QE responds by retrieving the needed witness private keyskW and then running the witness
endorsement/signing algorithmSigW (or CVEndW) to create a witness signatureσW (c) on the
condition statementc.

As we consider adaptive attacks in our model, these oracle queries may be asked adaptively, that is, each
query may depend on the replies of the previous queries.

2.1 Unforgeability

Unforgeability ensures that there is a negligible probability to forge an ordinary signature even though
all the witnesses collude and are given access to other ordinary and partial signatures of their choice. The
details are given by the following game between a challengerand an adversary:

In the setup, the challenger takes a security parameterλ, runs the key generation algorithms for the
signer and all witnesses, that is,(PKS , skS)← {CVKGS(1λ)} and(PKWl

, skWl
)← {CVKGW(1λ)}.

The challenger gives the adversary all the public keys,PKS and{PKWl
} and all the witness private

keys{skWl
}. The challenger keeps the signer’s private keyskS . Then, the adversary is allowed to make

queries toOS to request a partial signatureδj for 〈mj , Cj〉. Note that the adversary has the witness
private keys so noOE query is necessary. Finally, the adversary has to output a message-signature pair
(m,σ) wherem 6= mj for all j. The adversaryA is said to win this game ifVerSS(m,σ) = 1.

Definition 1 A CVS scheme is unforgeable if the probability of winning theabove game,pUF
A

, is negli-
gible in the security parameterλ for all PPT (Probabilistic Polynomial Time) adversariesA.
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2.2 Simulatability

In order to ensure the protection of signer privacy or to voidout the non-repudiation property of the
ordinary signature before all the verifiability conditionsof a given partial signature are fulfilled, the
partial signature should be (computationally) indistinguishable from the output of a certainpublic PPT
simulator: Fake(m,C,PKS , PKC)→ δ′.

As can be seen, the simulator only uses public information ofthe signer; hence, a partial signature
is not linkable to its alleged signer, thus protecting his privacy. The notion about the indistinguishability
between a genuine partial signature and a simulator output is best described by the following game
between a challenger and an adversary:

In the setup, the challenger takes a security parameterλ, runs the key generation algorithms for the
signer and all witnesses, that is,(PKS , skS)← {CVKGS(1λ)} and(PKWl

, skWl
)← {CVKGW(1λ)}.

The challenger gives the adversary all the public keys,PKS and{PKWl
}. The challenger keeps the pri-

vate keys{skWl
}. We consider the strongest security model in this paper — thesigner’s private keyskS

is also given to the adversary.4 Then, the adversary is allowed to make queries to obtain the signer’s
partial signatures and witness signatures of messages of his choice until it is ready to receive a chal-
lenged partial signature. It can make two types of oracle queries: (1) Signing Query〈mj , Cj〉 to OS ; (2)
Endorsement Query〈cj ,Wj〉 to OE . As the simulatorFake is publicly known, the adversary could also
freely get a simulator output for any message and condition of his choice. Once the adversary decides it
is ready for a challenge, it outputs a messagem ∈ M and a set of conditionsC ⊂ C ×W on which it
wishes to be challenged. LetC1

E denote the set of all endorsement queries sent toOE previously. The
only constraint is thatC\C1

E 6= φ (the empty set). The challenger flips a coinb ∈ {0, 1} and outputs the
following challenge to the adversary:

δb =

{

CVSig(m,C, skS , PKS , PKC), b = 0
Fake(m,C,PKS , PKC), b = 1

The adversary is allowed to run until it outputs a guess. LetC2
E be the set of queries that have been

made toOE so far after the challenge is issued. The adversary can issuemore (but polynomially many)
queries, both signing and endorsement, but for any endorsement query(cj ,Wj), the following must hold:
C\(C1

E ∪ C2
E ∪ {(cj ,Wj)}) 6= φ. Finally, the adversary halts and outputs a guessb′ for the hidden coin

b. The adversary is said to win this game ifb′ = b. The advantage of the adversaryA is defined as:
AdvSim

A
(λ) =

∣

∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1
2

∣

∣.

Definition 2 If there exists a PPT simulatorFake such that the advantage of winning the above game is
negligible in the security parameterλ for all PPT adversaries, then the given CVS scheme is simulatable
(with respect toFake).

2.3 Zero Knowledge Confirmation Protocol and Non-transferability

In this paper, we use the notion of simulatability of the communication transcript as a formulation for the
zero knowledge property of the confirmation protocol. In details, any communication transcript recorded
in carrying out the confirmation protocol could be simulatedby a PPT simulatorSimT (using only public
information) whose output is indistinguishable from a genuine transcript.

The definition of simulatability of CVS ensures that nobody could associate a partial signature to
its signer or tell its validity given just the partial signature. If given also the communication transcript
of the confirmation protocol for the partial signature, nobody could still tell its validity, then the CVS
scheme is said to benon-transferable. The formulation ofnon-transferability is very similar to that

4 In addition toOS queries, the adversary can generate partial signatures of arbitrary messages and conditions on its own. But
even on identical input, these signatures may not be the sameas those from the challenger since the random coins used are
likely to be different.
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of simulatability described previously except that it includes an additional simulator for the transcript
of the confirmation protocol, and in the challenge phase, theadversary receives either a genuine partial
signature and its confirmation protocol transcript or a fake(simulated) partial signature and its simulated
transcript. Note that while the confirmation protocol is carried out in all oracle queries, no confirmation
protocol would be carried out in the challenge phase; otherwise, it is meaningless to give the adversary
a challenge as the validity of a partial signature could simply be asserted through the interaction in
carrying out the protocol. We show later that a CVS scheme is non-transferable if it is simulatable and
its confirmation protocol is zero knowledge, and the transcript simulatorSimT for the zero knowledge
proof could be used as a transcript simulator for the fake partial signature.

2.4 Cheat-immunity

Cheat-immunity guarantees that the recipient of a partial signature cannot recover the ordinary signature
without collecting all the needed witness signatures. Details are described by the following game:

In the setup, the challenger takes a security parameterλ, runs the key generation algorithms for the
signer and all witnesses, that is,(PKS , skS)← {CVKGS(1λ)} and(PKWl

, skWl
)← {CVKGW(1λ)}.

The challenger gives the adversary all the public keys,PKS and{PKWl
}. The challenger keeps all the

private keysskS and{skWl
}. The adversary makes queries to obtain the signer’s partialsignatures and

witness signatures of messages of his choice until it is ready to receive a challenge partial signature. It
can make two types of queries: (1) Signing Query〈mj , Cj〉 to OS ; (2) Endorsement Query〈cj ,Wj〉 to
OE . With these two types of queries, the adversary can obtain theordinary signature of the signer on
any message of his choice.Once the adversary decides it is ready for a challenge, it outputs a message
m ∈ M not queried before and a set of verifiability conditionsC = {(ci,Wi)} ⊂ C × W on which
it wishes to be challenged. LetC1

E denote the set of all the endorsement queries made toOE before
the challenge. The only constraint is thatC\C1

E 6= φ. The challenger usesCVSig to generate a partial
signatureδ on a messagem under the conditions inC. It sendsδ as the challenge to the adversary and
runs the confirmation protocolCVCon(S,V ) with it. Let C2

E denote the set of all the endorsement queries
made toOE so far after the challenge is issued. The adversary can issuemore queries, both signing
and endorsement, but for any endorsement query(cj ,Wj), the following must hold:C\(C1

E ∪ C2
E ∪

{(cj ,Wj)}) 6= φ, and for any signing query, the queried message is not the challenged message. Finally,
the adversary halts and outputs an ordinary signatureσ for messagem. The adversaryA is said to win
this game ifVerSS(m,σ) = 1.

Definition 3 A CVS scheme is cheat-immune if the probability of winning the above game is negligible
in the security parameterλ for all PPT adversaries.

We show later that unforgeability and simulatability implycheat immunity if the confirmation protocol
is zero knowledge. Hence, proving that a CVS scheme is securereduces to showing that it is unforgeable
and simulatable and its confirmation protocol is zero knowledge.5

3 Relations between Security Notions

We discuss the relations between the security notions of a CVS scheme; the purpose is to find out whether
one notion is implicitly implied in the other or they are exclusive, and under what conditions such an
implication exists. With this knowledge, one could simply focus on a smaller set of security properties.

5 This model is reasonable as the only restriction in practiceis the signer should not give to the same party multiple partial
signatures on the same message but with different verifiability conditions. First, the event in question is rare; otherwise, the
restriction can be easily achieved by adding a serial numberif the same message is signed multiple times.
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3.1 Simulatability and Zero Knowledge Confirmation Protocol imply Non-transferability

Just like the simulatability property whose fulfillment hinges on the existence of a PPT simulatorFake,
the fulfillment of the non-transferability property depends on the existence of a PPT transcript simulator
FakeT. If we recall that in the zero knowledge definition, a zero knowledge confirmation protocol im-
plies the existence of a PPT transcript simulatorSimT which, on input a partial signatureδt, outputs a
transcript indistinguishable from a true one recorded during a run of the confirmation protocol onδt, one
may be tempted to useSimT as an implementation forFakeT. At first glance, it seems to be a reasonable
action. However, the indistinguishability between the real transcript and the simulated transcript in any
zero-knowledge proof is based on the assumption that they come up from the same input and the claim
to prove is true. If we useSimT to implementFakeT, the input to the simulator is no longer a genuine
partial signature, thus violating this basic assumption. In fact, the distribution of the resulting transcript
could be very different. Nevertheless, if the CVS scheme is simulatable, non-transferability could be
achieved.

Theorem 1 Given that a CVS scheme is simulatable with respect to a PPT partial signature simula-
tor Fake, if its confirmation protocolCVCon(S,V ) is zero knowledge with respect to a PPT transcript
simulatorSimT, then it is non-transferable in the same attack model with adaptive queries as in the sim-
ulatability definition andSimT can be used as the transcript simulatorFakeT for the output ofFake.
That is, the following two distributions are indistinguishable for allS,m,C even with adaptive endorse-
ment queries:

{CVSigS(m,C), πCVCon
S,V (m,C, CVSigS(m,C))}, {FakeS(m,C), πFakeT(m,C, FakeS(m,C))}

whereπCVCon
S,V (·) and πFakeT(·) are transcript outputs of a real confirmation protocol run and FakeT

respectively. (Proof in Appendix B.)

The practical significance of Theorem 1 is that it allows one to separate the designs of the CVS signing
algorithm from that of the confirmation protocol, thus breaking down the design problem.

3.2 Ensuring Cheat-immunity

The following theorem allows one to ignore the cheat-immunity requirement when designing a CVS
scheme.

Theorem 2 An unforgeable and simulatable CVS scheme is also cheat-immune given its confirmation
protocol is zero knowledge. (Proof in Appendix B.)

4 The Existence of a Secure CVS Scheme

In this section, we give a generic CVS construction from IBE and show the equivalence between CVS
and IBE.

4.1 A Generic Construction of CVS from IBE

We show how to construct a secure CVS scheme based on the following components whose details
could be found in the appendix: (1) A secure signatureSIG = (SKG,Sig, V er) which is exis-
tentially unforgeable against an adaptive chosen message attack [23]; (2) An IBE schemeIBE =
(Setup,Extract,Enc,Dec) with semantic security, that is,IND-ID-CPA [2]; (3) A computationally
hiding commitment schemeCOM = (Com) [30, 13]; (4) A pseudorandom generator (PRG) [20, 25].
Let the plaintext and ciphertext spaces ofIBE bePIBE andCIBE respectively. Let the message and
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signature spaces ofSIG beM (same as the message space of CVS) andSσ (same as the ordinary signa-
ture space of CVS) respectively. Leth : {0, 1}lp → {0, 1}ls be a PRG wherelp andls are the length of
anIBE plaintext and aSIG signature respectively. LetCCOM be the output space of the commitment
schemeCOM andCom : PIBE × Sσ → CCOM be its committing function.

Depending on the number of witnesses, the IBE scheme is used multiple times with each witnessWi

being a private key generator (PKG) for its IBE scheme. Assume there areN witnesses and the partial
signature is:δ ∈ Sσ × C

N
IBE × CCOM . The generic CVS construction is as follows.

Key Generation. CVKGS def
= SKG for generating(PkS , skS) for the signerS. CVKGW def

= Setup
for generating(PKWi

, skWi
) for the witnessesWi.

Partial Signature Generation. Given an input messagem ∈ M, a condition setC = {(ci,Wi) :
1 ≤ i ≤ N}, a signing keyskS , a signer’s public keyPKS and the set of witness public keys
PKC = {PKWi

: 1 ≤ i ≤ N},
1. Generate an ordinary signature using the signing algorithm ofSIG: σ = Sig(m, skS)
2. For each(ci,Wi) ∈ C, pick a randomai ∈ PIBE , 1 ≤ i ≤ N and the CVS signature is:

δ =
〈

σ ⊕ h
(

⊕N
i ai

)

, {Enc(PKWi
, ci, ai) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} , Com

(

σ, h
(

⊕N
i ai

))〉

whereEnc(PKWi
, ci, ai) is the IBE ciphertext on messageai usingWi (witness) as the PKG

andci (condition statement) as the identity.6

Witness Signature Generation.SigW(c, skW )
def
= Extract(c, skW ). Taking the condition statement

c as an identity, the witnessW could extract the private keydW
c corresponding toc. The private key

dW
c could be considered as a kind of signature onc as in [3].

Signature Extraction. Given a partial signatureδ = 〈α, {βi : 1 ≤ i ≤ N}, γ〉 andσi = dWi
ci

, 1 ≤ i ≤
N ,
1. For1 ≤ i ≤ N , geta′i = Dec(PKWi

, βi, σi).
2. Recoverσ′ = α⊕ h(

⊕N
i a′i).

3. Check ifCom(σ′, h(
⊕N

i a′i))
?
= γ. If not, output “fail”, otherwise,σ′ is the ordinary signature.

Signature Verification. VerS def
= V er.

Confirmation Protocol. Using general interactive zero-knowledge proofs [21] or concurrent zero-knowledge
proofs [11], the signer with private inputa1, . . . , ai, . . . , aN andσ and all the random coins used to
generateβi could convince the verifier that there exists(σ, a1, . . . , ai, . . . , aN ) satisfying the follow-

ing equations:δ = 〈α, {β1, β2, . . . , βi, . . . , βN}, γ〉 ;α = σ⊕h
(

⊕N
i ai

)

;βi = Enc(PKWi
, ci, ai), 1 ≤

i ≤ N ; γ = Com
(

σ, h
(

⊕N
i ai

))

;V er(m,σ, PKS) = 1. The common input to the confirmation

protocol isPKS , PKWi
(1 ≤ i ≤ N), m, C = {(ci,Wi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} andδ. Since verifying

whether a given tuple(σ, a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . . aN ) satisfies the above equations is a poly-time predicate,
a general zero-knowledge proof for it should exist.

Fake Signature Simulator —Fake(C) : C = {(ci,Wi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N}

1. Randomly (uniformly) pickσf ∈ Sσ.
2. Randomly pickbi ∈ PIBE , for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and output the fake partial signature:

δf =
〈

σf ⊕ h
(

⊕N
i bi

)

, {Enc(PKWi
, ci, bi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} , Com

(

σf , h
(

⊕N
i bi

))〉

Obviously, this simulator is PPT.
The generic CVS construction from IBE is slight over-designed: The commitment scheme is gener-

ally not needed; it is mainly used to allow detection of failure in ordinary signature extraction which may
occur when invalid witness signatures are used in ordinary signature extraction .

6 For short, we may denoteEnc(PKWi
, ci, ai) asEncWi

(ci, ai) in the following discussion.
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Security of the Generic CVS Construction The completeness of the above CVS construction is guar-
anteed by the correctness of the underlying IBE scheme. Besides, it is also perfectly convertible. The
security of this CVS construction is best summarized with the following lemmas and theorem.

Lemma 3 If SIG is existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen message attack, then the generic
CVS construction is unforgeable. (Proof in Appendix C.)

Lemma 4 If IBE is IND-ID-CPA secure,COM is a computationally hiding commitment scheme, and
h is a PRG, then the generic CVS construction is simulatable with respect to the simulatorFake. (Proof
in Appendix C.)

Theorem 5 Given any semantically secure IBE scheme (under a chosen plaintext attack) and any exis-
tentially unforgeable signature scheme, together with a PRG and a computationally hiding commitment
scheme, a secure CVS scheme can be constructed.

4.2 A Generic Construction of IBE from CVS

We show how to construct a 1-bit IBE scheme with semantic security (i.e. IND-ID-CPA) using a CVS
scheme. We assume the CVS scheme is simulatable with respectto a fake partial signature simulator
Fake. Our construction is similar to that in the seminal work of probabilistic encryption by Goldwasser
and Micali [22]. While they used the indistinguishability between the quadratic residues and non-residues
in Z

∗
n for some compositen (Quadratic Residuosity Problem) to encrypt a single bit, weleverage the

indistinguishability between a true and a simulated (fake)partial signature of CVS to create a ciphertext.
By repeating the operation of the 1-bit schemek times as in [22], we could construct an IBE scheme
for k-bit long messages. Now, we just need to focus on a 1-bit IBE scheme. We consider a CVS scheme
with just a single witnessG ∈ W which is used as the PKG for the IBE scheme. SupposeFake is a PPT
simulator for the CVS scheme. The IBE scheme works as follows.

Key Setup. The public and private keys of the witnessG in the CVS scheme are used as the public and

private keys of the PRG in the IBE scheme. We setSetup
def
= CVKGW to generate the public/private

key pair of the PRG:CVKGW(1λ)→ (PKG, skG).
Private Key Extraction. The identityIDi of any user could be treated as a condition statement in the

CVS scheme as they are both a bit string of arbitrary length. We setExtract
def
= SigW/CVEndW,

then extracting the private keydi for IDi is the same as requesting an endorsement or signature on
the statementIDi: SigW(IDi, skG)→ di.

Encryption. The identity of a useri is the bit stringIDi (treated as a condition statement in the un-
derlying CVS scheme) and its private key is the witness endorsementdi obtained fromG. We con-
sider a 1-bit plaintextb ∈ {0, 1}. To encrypt, randomly pick a messagem ∈ M, run CVKGS(1λ)
to generate the public/private key pair(PKS , skS) of the signer, the encryption function is then:
Enc(PKG, IDi, b)→ (m, δb, PKS), where

δb =

{

CVSig(m, IDi, skS , PKS , PKG), b = 0
Fake(m, IDi, PKS , PKG), b = 1

That is, whenb = 0, δb is a valid partial signature onm, whereas, whenb = 1, δb is a fake one.
Decryption. Given an identityIDi, a PKG public keyPKG and the user private keydi, to decrypt a

given ciphertextC = (m′, δ′, PK ′
S), the decryption functionDec(PKG, C, di)→ b is implemented

as follows: extract the ordinary signature fromδ′ usingCVExtract(m′, IDi, δ
′, PK ′

S , di)→ σ′, and
the plaintextb′ is given by the following7: b′ = 0 if VerS(m′, σ′, PK ′

S) = 1 and1 otherwise.

7 The case in whichCVExtract returns⊥ is covered by the “otherwise” part.
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Correctness of the CVS-based IBE.The completeness of the CVS scheme guarantees the correctness
of decryption in the above IBE scheme. The completeness property of the CVS scheme ensures that,
if δ = CVSig(m, IDi, skS , PKS , PKG) anddi = CVEndW(IDi, skG), then the verification must
return 1, that is,VerS(m, CVExtract(m, IDi, δ, PKS , di), PKS) = 1. The CVS scheme also guaran-
tees that with negligible probability a valid ordinary signature on messagem could be extracted form
Fake(m, IDi, PKS , PKG), otherwise, the CVS scheme would be forgeable. These together ensure that
Dec(PKG, Enc(PKG, IDi, b), di) = b with probability almost1.

Security of the CVS-based IBE.The security of above IBE construction is contained in the following:

Theorem 6 The above IBE construction from CVS is semantically secure against a chosen plaintext
attack (IND-ID-CPA). (Proof in Appendix D.)

4.3 The Equivalence between CVS and IBE

A secure CVS scheme is equivalent to a secure IBE scheme in terms of existence, summarized below.

Theorem 7 A secure conditionally verifiable signature (CVS) scheme (unforgeable, simulatable, with
zero knowledge confirmation protocol) exists if and only if an IND-ID-CPA secure IBE scheme exists.

Proof. The only if part follows directly from the CVS-based IBE construction givenabove. For the
if part , we assume the existence of aIND-ID-CPA secure IBE. Then a one-way function exists (We
could useSetup of the IBE scheme to construct a one-way function.), which implies the existence of
an ordinary signature scheme existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen message attack[33, 31].
Besides, a PRG exists as Impagliazzo et. al. [25] showed how to construct a PRG from any one-way
function. The existence of a PRG further implies the existence of a computationally hiding multi-bit
commitment function[30]. Finally, the existence of a one-way function also implies the existence of
zero-knowledge proofs. By Theorem 5, we could use the generic construction to build a secure CVS
scheme which is unforgeable and simulatable and a zero knowledge proof for its confirmation protocol
exists. Hence, the existence of a secure IBE scheme implies the existence of a secure CVS scheme.

We should mention that we showed in Theorem 7 that a weaker notion of IBE, namely, one with
IND-ID-CPA security, is necessary and sufficient for the construction of a secure CVS scheme. It is
thus fair to say that CVS could be constructed based on weakerassumptions than IBE with the standard
IND-ID-CCA security [2].

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a new signature concept called CVS which could provide effective solu-
tions in many digital business scenarios, in particular, those involving mutually distrusting parties. We
demonstrate its feasibility by giving a generic construction using IBE and show that it is equivalent to
CPA-secure IBE. The result showing the equivalence betweenCPA-secure IBE and CVS could imply
that CVS can be constructed based on weaker computational assumptions compared with IBE which
should usually be CCA-secure. One open problem is whether CVS can be constructed from primitives
other than IBE.
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Appendix A: Basic Primitives for the Generic CVS Construction

Identity Based Encryption

We use similar notations as in [2] for identity based encryption. A standard IBE schemeIBE =
{Setup,Extract,Enc,Dec} consists of a private key generator (PKG) and a number of users, and
is made up of four algorithms:

Setup(1λ)→ (PKG, skG): the key setup algorithm which outputs a public/private key pair (PKG, skG)
for the PKG.

Extract(ID, skG)→ dID: the private key extraction algorithm run by PKG which outputs a private
keydID for the identityID.

Enc(PKG, ID,M)→ C: the encryption algorithm taking an identityID and a messagem to output
the ciphertextC.

Dec(PKG, C, dID)→M : the decryption algorithm taking a ciphertextC and a private keydID to
output the plaintextM .

Note that, unlike the description in [2], we incorporate allthe public parameters in the PKG public key
PKG, and this public key is needed in all encryption and decryption.

Security of IBE. In [2], Boneh and Franklin considered the strongest security notion for IBE, namely
semantic security or indistinguishability against an adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-ID-CCA).
Although chosen-ciphertext security is the standard acceptable notion for encryption schemes, we only
consider a weaker notion — semantic security against a chosen plaintext attack (IND-ID-CPA) or seman-
tic security for short — which is sufficient for our generic construction of CVS. An IBE is semantically
secure if no PPT adversaryA could win the following game with a non-negligible advantage: The chal-
lenger runsSetup to generate a PKG public/private key pair(PKG, skG), and gives the public keyPKG

to the adversary but keeps the private/master keyskG. The adversary could issue to the challenger one
type of queries: (1) Extraction Query〈IDj〉. The challenger responds by runningExtract on IDj to
generate the corresponding private keydj = dIDj

and gives it to the adversary. Once the adversary
decides that the first query phase is over it outputs two plaintextsM0,M1 and an identityID to be chal-
lenged. The only constraint is thatID did not appear in any of the previous extraction queries, that is,
ID 6= IDj , ∀j. The challenger flips a coinb ∈ {0, 1}, setC = Enc(PKG, ID,Mb) and sendsC to the
adversary. The adversary is allowed to make more queries as previously done but no query can be made
on the challengedID. Finally, the adversary outputs a guessb′ ∈ {0, 1} for b. The adversary wins the
game ifb′ = b. The advantage of the adversary is defined as:AdvIBE

A
=

∣

∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1
2

∣

∣

Signatures

A signature schemeSIG = {SKG,Sig, V er} consists of three algorithms:

SKG(1λ)→ (PKS , skS): the key generator which generates the public/private key pair (PKS , skS)
for a signerS.

Sig(m, skS)→ σ: the signing algorithm taking a messagem and a private keyskS to output a signature
σ onm.

V er(m,σ, PKS)→ v ∈ {0, 1}: the signature verification algorithm taking a messagem a signatureσ
and a public keyPKS to check whetherσ is a valid signature ofS on m. If it is, V er outputs 1,
otherwise, 0.

Security of SIG. A signature scheme is considered secure if the probability of successful existential
forgery is negligible even under chosen message attacks. Indetail, this means the following: An adversary
A is allowed to make oracle access adaptively to obtain signatures of a targeted signerS on any message
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mj of his choice; he could make a query based on the results of theprevious queries. Finally,A has to
output a message-signature pair(m,σ). The probability that the signature is a valid one for the message
(i.e. V er(m,σ, PKS) = 1) and the message has not be queried before (i.em 6= mj, ∀j) should be
negligible for all PPTA.

Pseudorandom Generators

Assumel(n) > n. Let x← X denote thatx is uniformly sampled fromX. h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}l(n) is a
PRG [20] if the following is negligible inn for all PPT distinguisherD:
∣

∣Pr[y ← {0, 1}l(n) : D(y) = 1]− Pr[s← {0, 1}n : D(h(s)) = 1]
∣

∣. This in essence means thath take a
seeds to generate a stringh(s) of longer lengthl(n) and nobody could distinguishh(s) from a uniformly
sampled string from{0, 1}l(n).

Commitments

We adopt the multi-bit commitment definitions [30, 13] instead of the common single-bit commitment
[30]. The core of a cryptographic commitment scheme is the committing algorithmCom(s,m) → c
on input a messagem and a randomly chosen salts outputting a commitmentc. By revealings andm,
one can check whether a commitmentc is properly formed. A commitment scheme should satisfy the
following properties:

Binding. Let λ be the security parameter, then the following is negligible(computationally binding) or
zero (perfectly binding) for all PPT algorithmA:

Pr[(s,m, s′,m′)← {A(1λ)} : Com(s,m) = Com(s′,m′)]

Hiding. For all m,m′ ∈ {0, 1}∗,m 6= m′, the following is negligible (computationally hiding) or zero
(perfectly hiding) for all PPT distinguisherD:
∣

∣Pr[s← {0, 1}∗; c← Com(s,m) : D(c) = 1]− Pr[s′ ← {0, 1}∗; c← Com(s′,m′) : D(c′) = 1]
∣

∣

The binding property essentially means that, once a messagem is committed inc, nobody could
change its value without being detected. In perfectly hiding schemes, the distribution of the commit-
ments for different messages should be identical. Note thatwe use a different definition for the hiding
property than that of the multi-bit scheme in [30] which states that, for a messagem = b1b2 . . . bn (bi ∈
{0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n), given a commitment onm, nobody could guess any bitbi correctly with a probability
greater than12+ε(λ) (whereǫ(λ) is a negligible function inλ), even when toldb1, b2, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, . . . , bn.
However, it could be shown that the two definitions are equivalent.

Appendix B: Proofs — Relations between Security Notions

Proof: Simulatability implies Non-transferability

Proof of Theorem 1.
We prove by contradiction. We assume that the CVS scheme is simulatable with respect to a PPT

simulatorFake, that is, the advantageAdvSim
D

for breaking the simulatability with respect toFake is
negligible for all PPT adversariesD. Assume we use the transcript simulatorSimT of the zero knowledge
proof for the confirmation protocol as the transcript simulator FakeT for the fake signature. Suppose
there is a PPT distinguisherD which could break the non-transferability property with respect toFake
andFakeT with non-negligible advantageAdvNT

D , then we can constructD′ to break the simulatability
property as follows:
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D′(δb) whereδb is a genuine/fake partial signature whenb = 0/1

Setup.
Ask its challenger for the public keys of the signer and the witnesses
RunD on the same set of public keys.
Get the signer’s private key from its challenger and pass it to D.
Query.
Answer all the signing queries itself.
Pass all the endorsement queries fromD to its oracle and relay the results back toD.
Challenge.
D outputs(m,C) it wish to be challenged.
Output(m,C) as its challenge request and receive a challengeδb.
ComputeπSimT(δb) and pass(δb, π

SimT(δb)) as a challenge toD.
Guess.
D outputsb′ as a guess forb. Outputb′.

The query responses are perfectly simulated; the view ofD in the simulated environment is identical
to its view in a real attack. Letδt = CVSigS(m,C) andδf = FakeS(m,C). Whenb = 1, the chal-
lenge is a fake partial signatureδf andπSimT(δb) = πFakeT(δf ), and the input toD is (δf , πFakeT(δf )).
Whereas, whenb = 0, the challenge is a true partial signatureδt and πSimT(δb) = πSimT(δt), and
the input toD is (δt, π

SimT(δt)). Due to the zero knowledge property of the confirmation protocol,
(δt, π

SimT(δt)) could perfectly simulate(δt, π
CVCon
S,V (δt)), a valid challenge toD. As a result, the chal-

lenge toD is perfectly simulated no matterb = 0 or b = 1. It could be seen thatAdvSim
D′ = AdvNT

D

which is non-negligible ifD can break the non-transferability property. This concludes the reduction.
Instead of stating the zero knowledge property informally as above, a more rigorous treatment is

possible by evaluating the probability of success ofD andD′ respectively.
The probability of success ofD′ with respect to the simulatability game is given by:

PrSim
D′ [Success] = 1

2 (Pr[D′(δt) = 0] + Pr[D′(δf ) = 1])

= 1
2(Pr[D(δt, π

SimT(δt)) = 0] + Pr[D(δf , πFakeT(δf )) = 1])

The probability of success ofD with respect to the non-transferability game is given by:

PrNT
D [Success] = 1

2(Pr[D(δt, π
CVCon
S,V (δt)) = 0] + Pr[D(δf , πFakeT(δf )) = 1])

= 1
2(Pr[D(δt, π

CVCon
S,V (δt)) = 0]− Pr[D(δt, π

SimT(δt)) = 0]

+Pr[D(δt, π
SimT(δt)) = 0] + Pr[D(δf , πFakeT(δf )) = 1])

= PrSim
D′ [Success] + 1

2(Pr[D(δt, π
CVCon
S,V (δt)) = 0]− Pr[D(δt, π

SimT(δt)) = 0])

Taking absolute values on both sides,

AdvNT
D ≤ AdvSim

D′ + 1
2 |Pr[D(δt, π

CVCon
S,V (δt)) = 0]− Pr[D(δt, π

SimT(δt)) = 0]|

= AdvSim
D′ + 1

2 |Pr[D(πCVCon
S,V (δt)) = 1]− Pr[D(πSimT(δt)) = 1]|

Due to the zero knowledge property, that is,{πCVCon
S,V (δt)} ∼= {π

SimT(δt)}, which actually means

that |Pr[D(πCVCon
S,V (δt)) = 1] − Pr[D(πSimT(δt)) = 1]| is negligible in the security parameterλ for all

PPTD. As a result,AdvNT
D ≤ AdvSim

D′ up to a negligible term (inλ). If AdvNT
D is non-negligible, then

AdvSim
D′ must also be non-negligible, which is a contradiction as we assumeAdvSim

D
is negligible inλ

for all PPTD (the simulatability property). In other words, simulatability implies non-transferability if
the confirmation protocol is zero knowledge.
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Proof: Simulatability and Unforgeability imply Cheat-imm unity

Theorem 2.An unforgeable and simulatable CVS scheme is also cheat-immune given its confirmation
protocol is zero knowledge.

Proof of Theorem 2.
Assume the given CVS scheme is unforgeable and simulatable with respect to a PPT simulator

FakeS(m,C). Let SimT(δ) be the transcript simulator of the zero knowledge proof usedfor the confir-
mation protocol whereδ is a partial signature.

In the cheat-immunity game defined in the paper, an adversaryis always given a valid partial sig-
nature as a challenge. In the following proof, we force an adversary, capable to win the cheat-immunity
game with non-negligible probability, to run on a challengewhich is not a valid partial signature but a
fake one from the simulatorFake. Since the adversary is just an algorithm, it is thus definitely possible
to run it on a deviated input. Of course, it is likely that the adversary would not output the desired result
on the deviated input, but this is what we want to show.

In order to run the adversary on a deviated input, we modify the definition of the cheat-immunity
game slightly, namely, in the challenge phase, no confirmation protocol would be run between the chal-
lenger and the adversary, but instead the adversary is givena challenged partial signature and a transcript
of a confirmation protocol run on that partial signature. Note that a run of the interactive confirmation
protocol is replaced by a transcript without any interaction. We argue that the proof obtained in this
amended model also applies to the original model of cheat-immunity if the confirmation protocol is zero
knowledge. The justification is as follows:

If the confirmation protocol of a CVS scheme is zero-knowledge, the only information obtainable
from running the confirmation protocol is whether a given partial signature is true/valid. Hence, the
only difference between the information obtainable from a given partial signature and the transcript
recorded during the confirmation protocol run on it and the information obtainable from a given
partial signature and a simulated transcript of the confirmation protocol is the validity of the given
partial signature and nothing else. In other words, if an adversary can extract the ordinary signature
from a valid partial signature after running the confirmation protocol on it, it should also be able
to do so with almost the same computational effort even without running the confirmation protocol.
Consequently, we would neglect running the confirmation protocol in the challenge phase to force
as adversary to run on an invalid partial signature. In fact,if we insist on running the confirmation
protocol between the adversary and the challenger in the challenge phase, it is still possible (even
though inefficient) using the rewinding technique commonlyfound in the transcript simulator of any
zero knowledge proof, as it is used in [24]. In order to make anadversary accept a partial signature
input and run on it, in each round of iteration of the confirmation protocol, we prepare the answer
of some of all the possible challenged questions. If the challenge question comes out to be what
has been prepared, then this round is successful; otherwise, we reset the adversary to the start of the
current iteration round and restart this round again. As mentioned before, this rewinding is possible
because the adversary is just another algorithm or Turing machine we use as a subroutine. Of course,
we have to take more computations to complete an iteration round now but in most zero knowledge
proofs, the overall computation would still remain polynomial time.

Now we can describe the proof. Suppose there exists a PPT adversaryA which can win the cheat-
immunity game with non-negligible probabilitypCI

A . We show how to construct a distinguisherD from
A for the simulatability game, which can distinguish a true partial signature (CVSig) from a fake one
generated byFake.
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D(δb): δb is a true/fake partial signature whenb = 0/1

Setup.
Get from its challenger the public keys of the signer and witnesses, and pass them toA.
RunA on the same set of public keys.
Keep the signer private key if given one.
Query.
Pass all signing and endorsement queries fromA to its oracles and return the results toA.
For signing queries, run the confirmation protocol as an agent in betweenA and the challenger.
Challenge.
A outputs(m,C), m ∈M, C ⊂ C ×W, to be challenged.
Pass(m,C) to its challenger and receive the challengeδb.
Compute the confirmation transcriptπ(δb) = SimT(δb) for δb.
Pass(δb, π(δb)) as a challenge toA.
Guess.
A outputsσ. Output guessb′ where:

b′ =

{

0, VerS(m,σ) = 1
1, otherwise

First, it can be seen thatD is PPT ifA andVerS are both PPT.
The probability of success ofD with respect to the simulatability game is:8

PrSim
D [success] = Pr[b′ = b|δb]

= 1
2Pr[b′ = 0|δ0] +

1
2Pr[b′ = 1|δ1]

= 1
2Pr[δ0 ← {CVSigS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ0)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1]
+1

2Pr[δ1 ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ1)} : VerS(m,σ) = 0]
= 1

2pCI
A + 1

2 −
1
2Pr[δ1 ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ1)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1].

Note we use the fact:pCI
A = Pr[δ0 ← {CVSigS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ0)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1]. Rearrang-

ing terms, we have:

1
2pCI

A =
(

PrSim
D [success]− 1

2

)

+ 1
2Pr[δ1 ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ1)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1]

Taking absolute values on both sides and denotingPr[δ1 ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ1)} : VerS(m,σ) =
1] by εf , we have:

1
2pCI

A ≤
∣

∣PrSim
D [success]− 1

2

∣

∣ +
∣

∣

1
2Pr[δ1 ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ1)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1]

∣

∣

= AdvSim
D + 1

2Pr[δ1 ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ1)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1]

pCI
A ≤ 2AdvSim

D + εf . (1)

If pCI
A is non-negligible, then eitherAdvSim

D or εf is non-negligible. We consider the following two
cases:

8 For the sake of simple notations, we tend to use short notations for the probability in question. For example, we just write
Pr[b′ = b|δb] to denote the probability that the guess ofD, that is,b′ is the same as the challenged bitb given δb which
could be generated fromCVSig (if b = 0) or Fake (if b = 1). We also neglect the preamble like public key generation.
Formally, this probability should be written as:

Pr

2

6

6

4

(PKS, skS)← {CV KGS(1λ)}; (PKW , skW )← {CV KGW (1λ), ∀W ;

m←M; C ← 2C×W ; b← {0, 1}; δb ←



{CVSigS(m,C)}, b = 0
{FakeS(m,C)}, b = 1

;

σ ← {A(δb)}; b
′ = ¬(VerS(m,σ) = 1})

: b′ = b

3

7

7

5
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Case 1 —AdvSim
D is non-negligible. Obviously, the existence of such a PPT algorithmD would break

the simulatability property, which is a contradiction as weassume the CVS scheme is simulatable.

Case 2 —εf is non-negligible. We argue that ifεf is non-negligible, then we could useA to create an
existential forgery as follows.

F

Setup.
Get all the public keys of the signer and witnesses.
RunA on the same set of public keys.
Keep the witness private keys.9

Query.
Pass all signing queries to its oracle and relay the results back toA.
Run the confirmation protocol as an agent in betweenA and the challenger.
Answer all endorsement queries itself using the witness private keys.
Challenge.
A outputs(m,C), m ∈M, C ⊂ C ×W, to be challenged.
Createδ = FakeS(m,C), and compute the confirmation transcriptπ(δ) = SimT(δ) for δ.
Pass(δb, π(δb)) as a challenge toA.
Guess.
Output the final outputσ of A as a forgery output.

Obviously, ifA is PPT, thenF is also PPT asFake is PPT. Asm is chosen to be not queried before,
the probability of successful existential forgery byF is then given by:

pUF
F = Pr[δ ← {FakeS(m,C)};σ ← {A(δ)} : VerS(m,σ) = 1]

Note thatpUF
F should be equal toεf which is non-negligible. This concludes that the given CVS scheme

is existentially forgeable ifεf is non-negligible, which is a contradiction as we assume theCVS scheme
is unforgeable.

In conclusion, if the given CVS scheme is simulatable (i.e.AdvSim
D

is negligible for all PPTD) and
unforgeable (i.e.pUF

F
is negligible for all PPTF), then it is also cheat-immune with negligiblepCI

A
for

all PPTA.

Appendix C: Proofs — The Security of the Generic CVS Construction

Security of the Generic CVS Construction from IBE

Lemma 3. If the underlying ordinary signature schemeSIG is existentially unforgeable under a chosen
message attack, then the generic CVS construction is unforgeable.

Proof of Lemma 3.
We prove the unforgeability property of the generic construction by contradiction. AssumeSIG is

existentially unforgeable under chosen message attacks. Suppose there is a PPT forging algorithmF
which can forge a CVS partial signature with probability of successpCV S

F
. We show how to construct

another forging algorithmF ′ fromF to forge a signature forSIG.
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F ′

Setup.
Ask its challenger for the signer public keyPKS .
RunSetup to get all the witness public/private key pairs(PKWi

, skWi
), 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

RunF onPKS and(PKWi
, skWi

).
Query.
WhenF issues aOS query for〈mj, Cj〉 whereCj = {(cji,Wji) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N},

ask its signing orale for an ordinary signatureσj = Sig(sks,mj).
Randomly chooseaji (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) to create a partial signature:

δj =
〈

σj ⊕ h
(

⊕N
i aji

)

,
{

Enc(PKWji
, cji, aji)

}

, Com
(

σj , h
(

⊕N
i aji

))〉

With aji’s, σj, and all random coins used, run the confirmation protocol withF .
Guess.
F outputs a guess(m,σ). Output(m,σ).

Obviously, if F is PPT, thenF ′ is also PPT (asEnc andCom are also PPT). Note thatF should
outputm 6= mj, ∀j The probability of success ofF ′ is:

pSIG
F ′ = Pr[V er(m,σ, PKS) = 1] = pCV S

F

If the CVS scheme is forgeable, that is,pCV S
F

is non-negligible, thenpSIG
F ′ is also non-negligible (a

contradiction). Hence, ifSIG is unforgeable in the sense thatpSIG
A is negligible for all PPTA, then so

is the CVS scheme given by the generic construction.

Lemma 4. Given a pseudorandom generator and a computationally hiding commitment scheme, if the
underlying IBE scheme is semantic secure, then the generic CVS construction is simulatable with respect
to the given simulatorFake.

Proof of Lemma 4.
It is easy to show that the given CVS scheme with one witness issecure, then a CVS scheme with

many witnesses is also secure. Hence, we will consider a single witness case. The details of the multiple-
witness case could be found at the end of this section.

AssumeIBE is IND-ID-CPA secure,h is a pseudorandom generator, andCOM is computationally
hiding. SupposeD is a PPT distinguisher which has non-negligible advantageAdvSim

D
in winning the

simulatability game associated with Definition 2. We can base onD to construct another distinguisher
D′ to break the semantic security ofIBE.

To avoid confusion, we should clarify that in the following discussion, we denote the challenge ci-
phertext of the IBE game byCb, b ∈ {0, 1} and the queried verifiability condition set byCj.
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D′(Cb), b ∈ {0, 1}

Setup.
Ask its challenger for the public keyPKG of the PKG. Use it as the witness public key forW .
RunCVKGS to generate the signer public/private key pair(PKS , skS).
RunD onPKG and(PKS , skS).
Query.
Signing Queries (OS) on 〈mj , Cj〉 whereCj = (cj ,W ).

- Generateσj = Sig(mj , skS)
- Randomly pickaj and encrypts itself to generate the partial signature:

δj = 〈σj ⊕ h(aj), Enc(PKG, cj , aj), Com(σj, h(aj))〉
- Based on all the random coins used, run the confirmation protocol withD.

Endorsement Queries (OE) on (cj ,W ).
- Pass all endorsement queries(cj ,W ) fromD as extraction queries oncj to its oracle to getdj .
- dj is equivalent toσW (cj).

Challenge.
D outputsm and(c,W ) to ask for a challenge.
Create a signatureσt on a messagem usingSig.
Randomly pickσf ∈ Sσ.
Randomly pickat, af ∈ PIBE . Outputat andaf to ask for a challengeCb where

Cb =

{

Enc(PKG, c, at), b = 0
Enc(PKG, c, af ), b = 1.

Flip a coine ∈ {0, 1} and send the following challenge toD:

δe =

{

〈σt ⊕ h(at), Cb, Com(σt, h(at))〉, e = 0
〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Cb, Com(σf , h(af ))〉, e = 1

Guess.D outputs a guessb′. Outputb′ as a guess forb.

Note:〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(PKG, c, at), Com(σt, h(at))〉 is equivalent toCVSigS(m,C) and
〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(PKG, c, af ), Com(σf , h(af ))〉 is equivalent toFake(C).

Obviously, ifD is PPT, so isD′ (assumingEnc, h andCom are all PPT). In the following discus-
sion, we abuse the notation — we writeD(δ) instead the full notationD(δ,m,C). Hence,(m,C) is
always part of the input toD and the associated algorithms. Again, we abuse the notationby writing
Enc(PKG, c, a) asEnc(a).

The probability of success ofD′ is given by:

PrIBE
D′ [Success] = Pr[b′ = b|Cb]

= 1
2Pr[D(δe) = 0|b = 0] + 1

2Pr[D(δe) = 1|b = 1]
= 1

4Pr[D(δe) = 0|δe = 〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(at), Com(σt, h(at))〉]
+1

4Pr[D(δe) = 0|δe = 〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(at), Com(σf , h(af ))〉]
+1

4Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(af ), Com(σt, h(at))〉]
+1

4Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(af ), Com(σf , h(af ))〉].

Note that

PrSim
D

[Success] = 1
2Pr[D(δe) = 0|δe = 〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(at), Com(σt, h(at))〉]
+1

2Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(af ), Com(σf , h(af ))〉].
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SubstitutingPrIBE
D′ [Success] into PrSim

D
[Success], we have

1
2PrSim

D
[Success] = PrIBE

D′ [Success]
−1

4Pr[D(δe) = 0|δe = 〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(at), Com(σf , h(af ))〉]
−1

4Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(af ), Com(σt, h(at))〉]
= PrIBE

D′ [Success]− 1
4

+1
4Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(at), Com(σf , h(af ))〉]
−1

4Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(af ), Com(σt, h(at))〉].

Subtracting1
4 and then taking absolute values on both sides, we have

1
2AdvSim

D
≤ AdvIBE

D′ + 1
4 |Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σf ⊕ h(af ), Enc(at), Com(σf , h(af ))〉]

−Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σt ⊕ h(at), Enc(af ), Com(σt, h(at))〉]|.

Let εD denote|Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe = 〈σf ⊕h(af ), Enc(at), Com(σf , h(af ))〉]−Pr[D(δe) = 1|δe =
〈σt⊕h(at), Enc(af ), Com(σt, h(at))〉]|. Then we could viewεD as the advantage ofD in distinguishing
the following two distributions:

∆f = {m←M; c← C;σf ← Sσ; a, a′ ← PIBE : (σf ⊕ h(a), EncW (c, a′), Com(σf , h(a)))},
∆t = {m←M; c← C;σt ← {SigS(m)}; a, a′ ← PIBE : (σt ⊕ h(a), EncW (c, a′), Com(σt, h(a)))}

We argue thatEncW (c, a′) would not have useful information to helpD in distinguishing the above
two distributions asa anda′ are picked independently; even if one know how to decryptEncW (c, a′) to
obtaina′, a′ has no useful information abouta which is needed to tell whether a givenδ comes from∆f

or ∆t. If εD is non-negligible, then it is straightforward to constructfromD another algorithmD′′ with
an advantageεD′′ = εD to distinguish the following two distributions:

Πf = {m←M;σf ← Sσ; a← PIBE : (σf ⊕ h(a), Com(σf , h(a)))},
Πt = {m←M;σt ← {SigS(m)}; a← PIBE : (σt ⊕ h(a), Com(σt, h(a)))}

The idea of the construction ofD′′ is when a challenge(σ ⊕ h(a), Com(σ, h(a))) (whereσ could be
equal toσt or σf ) is received,D′′ randomly picksa′ ∈ PIBE , createsEncW (c, a′), and add it to the
challenge to create a new challenge(σ ⊕ h(a), EncW (c, a′), Com(σ, h(a))) for D.

The advantage of reducing the problem of distinguishingΠf /Πt to that of distinguishing∆f /∆t is
the adaptive queries, more specifically, the endorsement queries, in the simulatability game would not
help in any way in distinguishingΠf andΠf . In other words, we do not need to take into account of
adaptive queries while showing the indistinguishability betweenΠf andΠt. Besides, the indistinguisha-
bility betweenΠf andΠt implies that of∆f and∆t in the simulatability game.

Let ǫh and ǫCOM be the indistinguishability coefficients of the pseudorandom generator and the
commitment scheme. Recall thatǫh denotes the advantage of the best PPT distinguisher in distinguishing
between the output distribution of a pseudorandom generator h : {0, 1}lp → {0, 1}ls and a uniform
distribution over the output space ofh, that is, between{x ← {0, 1}lp : h(x)} and{y ← {0, 1}ls : y}.
Whereas,ǫCOM denotes the advantage of the best PPT distinguisher in distinguishing between the output
distributions of the commitments of two different input values, sayσf andσt, that is, between{r ←
{0, 1}∗ : Com(σf , r)} and{r ← {0, 1}∗ : Com(σt, r)}. Now, we can show the indistinguishability
betweenΠf andΠt. In the following discussion, ifX andY are computationally indistinguishable, we
denoteX ∼= Y . The proof below is based on the standard hybrid argument andthe transitivity property
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of computational indistinguishability.

Πt = {m←M;σt ← {SigS(m)}; a← PIBE : (σt ⊕ h(a), Com(σt, h(a)))}
∼= {m←M;σt ← {SigS(m)}; r ← {0, 1}ls : (σt ⊕ r, Com(σt, r))} (with ǫh)
∼= {m←M;σt ← {SigS(m)}; r, r′ ← {0, 1}ls : (r′, Com(σt, r))}
∼= {m←M;σf ← Sσ; r, r′ ← {0, 1}ls : (r′, Com(σf , r))} (with ǫCOM )
∼= {m←M;σf ← Sσ; r ← {0, 1}ls : (σf ⊕ r, Com(σf , r))}
∼= {m←M;σf ← Sσ; a← PIBE : (σf ⊕ h(a), Com(σf , h(a)))} (with ǫh)
= Πf

As a result,εD = εD′′ < 2ǫh + ǫCOM . Substituting back, we have

1
2AdvSim

D
< AdvIBE

D′ + 1
2ǫh + 1

4ǫCOM

AdvSim
D

< 2AdvIBE
D′ + ǫh + 1

2ǫCOM .

If we assumeCOM is computationally hiding andh is a pseudorandom generator, then bothǫh and
ǫCOM should be negligible in their security parameters. Consequently, if AdvSim

D
is non-negligible, the

only possibility is eitherAdvIBE
D′ is non-negligible, meaningD′ could break the semantic security of

the IBE scheme (a contradiction). In other words, the semantic security of the IBE scheme implies the
simulatability of the CVS construction with respect to the given construction ofFake. SinceFake is
PPT, we could conclude that the given generic CVS construction is simulatable.

Single-witness Simulatability implies Multiple-witnessSimulatability
We prove by contradiction. We assume the simulatability property is achieved in the single witness

case. Suppose there is a PPT distinguisherDN which can break the simulatability property forN > 1
whereN is the number of witnesses. We show how to construct another distinguisherD1, based onDN ,
which could break the simulatability of the single-witnesscase.

The construction ofD1 (based onDN ) is as follows:
In the setup,D1 asks its challenger for the signer’s private and public keys, that is,skS andPKS ,

and the witness public keyPK1 = PKG. Without loss of generality, we setG asW1 for the multiple-
witness case. Then,D1 creates the public and private keys for other witnessesWi, 2 ≤ i ≤ N by running
CVKGS.

D1 answer queries fromDN in the following way: WhenDN makes a signing query,D1 creates a
partial signature itself as it knows the signer’s private key skS . To answer any endorsement queries on
a condition statement for witnessW1, D1 makes an endorsement query to its challenger on the same
condition statement and passes the result back toDN . For the endorsement queries for other witnesses
Wi, 2 ≤ i ≤ N , D1 answers them itself using the private keyski (2 ≤ i ≤ N ).

When DN outputs a messagem and a condition setC = {(ci,Wi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ N} asking for
a challenge,D1 outputsm and(c1,W1) as its challenge request. It is possible that(c1,W1) has been
queried before as there is no restriction in our definition ofsimulatability that(c1,W1) has to be a new
one; at least one of(ci,Wi) not previously queried would constitute a valid challenge request. Suppose
CE denote the set of all endorsement queries made so far, the simulatability definition only requires that
the current query(cj ,Wj) must satisfy thatC\(CE ∪ {(cj ,Wj)}) is non-empty. We will discuss later
about abortion probability due to this. Let us continue assuming (c1,W1) is a new condition. Supposeσt

is a valid ordinary signature onm andσf is just some randomly picked number inSσ. D1 receives its
challengeδ1

b = (α, β1, γ) whereδ1
b = (σt ⊕ h(a1), EncW1

(c1, a1), Com(σt, h(a1))) whenb = 0 and
δ1
b = (σf ⊕h(a1), EncW1

(c1, a1), Com(σt, h(a1))) whenb = 1 for some unknowna1. To create a valid
challenge forDN , D1 randomly picksa2, . . . , ai, . . . , aN such thata2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ . . . ⊕ aN = 0 and sends
out the following challenge toDN : δN

b = (α, β1, β2, . . . , βN , γ) whereβi = EncWi
(ci, ai), 2 ≤ i ≤ N .

Note thata1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ . . .⊕ aN = a1; hence,δN
b is a valid challenge forDN .
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DN could continue making signing and endorsement queries. If(c1,W1) is in the query, then this
run fails. Otherwise, whenDN outputs its guessb′ for b, D1 outputsb′ as its guess forb. Obviously, if
DN is PPT, so isD1 and the advantage ofD1 is the same as that ofDN , that is,AdvSim

D1
= AdvSim

DN
,

providedD1 does not abort in the simulation. Now, it remains to find out the probability of successfully a
run ofD1. Note that no matter how many queries out of the requested challenge condition set{(ci,Wi) :
1 ≤ i ≤ N} are made byDN , DN must answer at least one of them directly according to the definition,
that is,C\Cfinal

E must be non-empty ifCfinal
E denotes the set of all endorsement queries made before

the end of the game. In that case, if(c1,W1) is in the remaining subset,D1 makes a successful run, and
the probability of that ispsucc = 1

N
. Overall, the advantage ofD1 is AdvSim

D1
= 1

N
AdvSim

DN
. In the real

cases,N would usually be a small integer, usually< 10, so the restriction would be fulfilled without
mentioning. This concludes the reduction.

Note that a tighter reduction would also be possible.

Appendix D: Proof — Semantic Security of the IBE Construction from CVS

Proof of Theorem 6.
Now, we show that the above construction satisfies the conditions for IND-ID-CPA secure IBE. We

assume the CVS scheme is simulatable with respect toFake. Suppose the above constructed IBE scheme
is not IND-ID-CPA secure, that is, there exists an adversaryD which can win theIND-ID-CPA game
with a non-negligible advantageAdvIBE

D
. In other words, given a ciphertext(m, δb, PKS) whereδb is

a valid/fake partial signature whenb = 0/1, D could tell whether the plaintext bitb = 0 or b = 1 with
a non-negligible advantage. Up to this point, it is clear that D could be used to break the simulatability
property of the underlying CVS scheme with respect toFake. However, for completeness, we show how
to construct another adversaryD′ from D to tell whether a given partial signatureδb originates from
CVSig or Fake.

D′(δb)

Setup.
Get the public keyPKG of the witness from its challenger. RunD onPKG.
Get the signer’s public/private key pair(PKS , skS). Query.
Extraction Query〈IDj〉. Pass all extraction queries fromD to its endorsement oracle.
Challenge.
D outputsID to be challenged. (Note the plaintext could only be0 or 1.)
Randomly select a messagem ∈M.
Passm, ID to its challenger and receive the challengeδb.
PassCb = (m, δb, PKS) as a challenged ciphertext toD.
Guess.
D outputs a guessb′. Outputb′ as a guess forb.

It obvious that the advantage ofD′ with respect to CVS simulatability is the same as the advantage
of D on breaking the semantic security of the IBE scheme. Hence, if the latter is non-negligible, so is
the former, a contradiction as we assume the given CVS schemeis simulatable with respect toFake. In
conclusion, the constructed IBE scheme is semantically secure as long as the CVS scheme is simulatable.


